Two different samples were investigated to obtain the results presented in this letter.
Due to a different Coulomb interaction between the individual particles of the X and XX, the energies of the emitted photons differ by the XX binding energy (2.3 meV), as shown in the emission spectrum in Fig. 1 (a) . This allows for two-photon optical excitation [2] [3] [4] [5] (TPE), in which the laser energy is set precisely in between the quantum dot (QD) spectral lines to hit the two-photon resonance of the biexciton state. Various methods were applied to fully remove the scattered laser light from the detector. As expected from the cascaded decay process, both spectral lines have almost equal intensity and moreover no other emission from the sample was detected across a wide spectral range. Fig. 2 (a) shows the spectrum of the resonant pumped T state [6] [7] [8] [9] . In contrast to the TPE, spectral filtering is not possible in this case and cross-polarization suppression of the excitation laser is inevitable.
The very selective resonant excitation processes facilitates extremely pure single-photon generation by the individual transitions, as evident from the second-order autocorrelation measurement of the XX and T photons depicted in Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 2 (b) . The coincidence pattern for the latter is a consequence of a double pulse excitation with a pulse separation of ∼ 4.4 ns. Similar degree of purity was observed for the X photons (not shown here).
Additionally, the resonantly driven ground state-biexciton and ground state-trion systems experience Rabi rotations of the state occupation probabilities, monitored by the photoluminescence intensity, as a function of the excitation strength (see Fig. 1 (c) and Fig. 2 (c) ).
In a pulsed measurement, this quantity is given by the pulse area which in turn is proportional to the square root of the incident excitation power. Apart from the highly pronounced oscillation, the measurement clearly shows a maximum of state preparation, the so called π-pulse, which was the working point for all measurements presented in the this work. Under these conditions, the coherently and resonantly driven QDs act as deterministic single-photon sources of high purity. (c) T state preparation. Rabi rotations prove the coherence of the process. All measurements are carried out at the π-pulse, ensuring on-demand operation of the single-photon source.
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
The theoretical modeling of the Mach-Zehnder operation for different state inputs was derived by combining the basic transformations of the beam splitter operatorB (with T = R = 0.5), phase operatorφ and the operatorη for beam overlap consideration (see below): 
For completely distinguishable photons (indicated by '∼') the following relation applieŝ The phase dependent coincidence probability is then given by the sum of the individual cases (P D1,D2 for identical,P D1,D2 for distinguishable photons), weighted with the indistin-
For a perfect beam overlap, the reduction of the N00N state contrast strongly depends on the two-photon interference visibility V HOM and is given by
Spatial modes which do not overlap perfectly are treated as a beam splitter with a (1 − η) : η splitting ratio [10] . Here, the reflected modes |α , |β of the operationη (gray lines) and
|γ , |γ 1,2 , |δ , |δ 1,2 of the operationη (purple lines) are feed back into the next BS in the photon path as non-overlapping modes, experiencing only classical correlations. Including this additional non-overlapping contributions, the calculation of the coincidence correlation probability on the detectors D1 and D2 at τ = 0 leads to the phase dependent relation
already presented in the main paper. η = √ η η combines the two individual overlaps on BS2 and BS2 , V HOM defines the fraction of utilizable indistinguishable photons.
N00N-STATE INTERFERENCE PATTERN
As already mentioned in the main paper, the two consecutive photons (X, XX or T ) arrive with a time separation of ∆t = 4.4 ns at BS1. Because of the 13.1 ns repetition period, coincidence events from photons between different excitation cycles overlap in the histogram.
In a theoretical consideration we can remove these additional coincidences and focus on the simple five peak pattern, originating from the statistics obtained by sending a double pulse into an unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Fig. 3 (b) ,(c) show the simulated phase dependent coincidence histograms. For a phase of ϕ = π/2 the output probabilities of BS2 are identical to the ones obtained after BS2 , therefore revealing a typical Hong-Ou-Mandel type histogram. By turning the phase plate the coincidences for all time differences start to oscillate. Besides the double frequently oscillating middle peak for a N00N-state, also the peaks for time differences of ±∆t reveal an oscillating behavior with twice the single photon frequency ( Fig. 3 (c) ). However, these two photons do not form a N00N-state but travel one by one through the interferometer. Referring to the experimental results, these double frequently occurring ±∆t coincidences are hidden due to the above mentioned overlap of different excitation cycles. the aforementioned coincidence overlaps. The data is very well reproduced by the simulations, and also allows for normalization as shown in Fig. 3 of the main paper. 
LOSS BUDGETING AND RESOURCE COUNTING
To describe the precision of the phase measurement in context of resource counting and loss budgeting, we make use of the theoretical description derived in Thomas-Peter et al. [11] , which is based on the Fisher information and the (quantum) Cramér-Rao bound (QCRB) [12] . For evaluation and comparison we use the measurements conducted with photons emitted by the Trion state. In the following signal oscillations of the form p = f (1 + C N cos(N ϕ))/2 with a factor f = ξ p (ξ i ξ d ) N , which is related to the Fisher information and describes the ratio of successful N00N state detection events with regard to the required input states, and the visibility contrast C will be considered.
Lossless system In the absence of losses (f = 1), the QCRB of N uncorrelated photons (classical light states) leads to the standard quantum limit (SQL), ∆ϕ ≥ ∆ϕ SQL = 1/ √ N . For a quantum state such as the N00N state, the lower bound is given by the Heisenberg limit (HL), ∆ϕ = 1/N C ≥ ∆ϕ HL = 1/N . By comparing the measured post selected (only successful events at zero detection delay) and the threshold visibility contrast C th to surpass the SQL (∆ϕ < ∆ϕ SQL ) we obtain
Required precision: C th = 0.71 < Achieved precision: C T = 0.87
Loss budgeting In the case off a lossy interferometer with transmissivity ξ i and finite detector efficiencies ξ d , the lower bound when using classical states is now given by the standard interferometric limit (SIL) [11, 13] , ∆ϕ ≥ ∆ϕ SIL = 1/ √ ξ i ξ d N . A N00N state on the other hand, is more vulnerable to losses which is expressed by the scaling of the transmissivity with ξ N i , leading to a QCRB of ∆ϕ ≥ 1/ (ξ i ξ d ) N N C. With the experimentally determined values ξ i = 0.90 and ξ d = 0.45 the required precision contrast of the SIL exceeds unity, which can not be outperformed, no matter which states were employed. Provided the use of stateof-the-art detectors with efficiencies of ξ d = 0.95 [14] , however, the SIL can be surpassed again by partially post selection of successful events, but including the above mentioned losses:
Required precision: C th = 0.76 < Achievable precision: C T = 0.87
Resource counting In the context of resource counting, which is an important issue in biological sensing applications, where the sample may see only a limited amount of photons in total, the performance of a quantum light source is graded by the efficiency of state generation. Every photon which does not contribute to the N00N state will nonetheless pass by the sample without leading to any gain in phase information. In this definition, the post selection process by taking into account only successful state generation events (coincidences at zero detection delay), is not valid. By including the state generation efficiency ξ p , the QCRB is described by ∆ϕ ≥ 1/ ξ p (ξ i ξ d ) N N C, whereas the classical SIL remains unchanged. The efficiency to generate a N00N state ξ p with our approach is determined by three factors, namely the photon extraction efficiency ext ∼ 0.01 (this quantity corresponds to the heralding efficiency in heralded schemes, e.g., using parametric-down conversion sources), the generation method success rate m = 0.25 (only in one out of for cases two consecutive emitted photons impinge on BS2 from opposite sides) and the twophoton interference visibility V HOM,T = 0.92. The total generation efficiency is then given by ξ p = 2 ext m V HOM,T ∼ 2 · 10 −5 , thus the limiting factor for super-sensitive measurements. To give an impression what could be possible with todays technology, we may assume, similar to the paragraph above, the state-of-the-art QD single-photon sources with opt ext ∼ 0.80 [15, 16] , opt m = 1 (by utilizing, e.g., a fast optical switch in the interferometer) and V opt HOM = 0.99 [7] [8] [9] . Thus, the generation efficiency would reach a value as high as ξ opt p = 0.63 and therefore:
Required precision: C th = 0.96 ∼ Achievable precision: C opt = 0.96
On the one hand, this result underlines the enormous demands put on source, setup and detector performance to reach quantum enhanced measurements with real-world sensors.
On the other hand, the result implies, that with current technologies based on QD singlephoton sources, this goal is come into reach and gives reason to hope for the realization in the near future.
DETERMINISTIC SINGLE-PHOTON SOURCES IN QUANTUM METROLOGY
Compared to probabilistic sources such as parametric down-conversion or four-wavemixing techniques, deterministic single-photon sources can offer several advantages in optical quantum metrology schemes.
A major challenge in optical phase measurement schemes based on entanglement is to get the knowledge if or when a biphotonic N00N state has been successfully generated. While a deterministic source always produces one entangled photon pair at a time, for probabilistic sources the creation time is entirely random. To overcome this problem, multiplexing and heralding schemes have been developed for the latter. However, these techniques involve a large overhead, unfavorable for practical applications, and additionally introduce loss channels, for instance in the heralding process, which have to be compensated.
Another important point may be the absolute N00N state detection rate. For a realistic sensing scheme, e.g., in biological sensing applications, the measurement has to performed fast. Recent promising works using cavities for efficient light extraction with resonantly driven QDs [7] [8] [9] demonstrated a state-of-the-art extraction efficiency of = 0.65. Operating such a source at the highest possible repetition rate (lifetime of the emitter ∼ 500 ps) results in a rate of 7 · 10 5 coincidences per second, exceeding the highest reported value of 10 4 coincidences per second for Poissonian sources in [17] by nearly two orders of magnitude.
Concerning higher order N00N states (N > 2), non-classical N -photon states using N independently generated photons will also largely profit from on-demand sources due to an enhanced scaling behavior [18] . In the scheme presented in [18] , the success probability p to generate a N00N state utilizing N independently but deterministically generated singlephotons is given by p(N ) = 2N !/(2N ) N . Probabilistically generated single-photons with a generation rate γ, however, will reduce the overall N00N state success probability drastically by factor of γ N . This rapid decreases of success probability with increasing photon number reveals the need of highly efficient single-photon sources, particularly in this scheme.
